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Context

Model Training

Current robot navigation systems relies on fine-grained

Navigational behaviors operate directly from visual inputs to
produce motor controls and are implemented with deep learning
architectures.

geometric world representations, e.g., a metric maps.
Problem 1:

representation is not robust to mild changes
in the environment.
Problem 2: difficult to interact with human users, who
understand the environment at a higher level of abstraction.
At a more fundamental level, current representations for robot

navigation do not take full advantage of the rich semantic
structure behind man-made environments.

Proposed Method
We present a semantically rich graph representation for indoor
robotic navigation that is based on a set of perceptual ( nodes )
and navigational behaviors ( edges ).
Perceptual behaviors or memory-based behaviors use an
explicit internal representation, or memory, to recognize
previously visited places.

Main advantages:
Use of semantic structure behind man-made environments.
Robustness to changes in the environment.
Easy communication with human users, robot understands the

world at a similar abstraction level.

Data Generation
We generate random 2D floor plans that simulate office
buildings using the following basic components: offices,
corridors and halls.



Using a 2D map as input we generate 3D rendering of the floor
map through DeepMind Lab framework.



Finally, using a 2D map, we simulate the route that an expert
would follow when executing each of intended behaviors. For
this, we use the implementation of the planner RRT* provided
by OMPL.



Evaluation
We evaluate our representation by simulating navigation tasks
in a large number of virtual environments.
Evaluation of each behavior

Integration of all behaviors
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